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x . Tntr^acluction
Research in Materials Science and Solid State Physics
and Ghem^.stry at Rice Una.versity has been supported during
the .past nine years principally by National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Grant NsG -6 -5n^. The goals of tha.s
grant have been:
1. To promote the initiation and growth of significant
research work on solid materials, Both basic and applied
work has been supported. The distribution of funds is
determined by the importance and quality of the research
and by its relevance. to the goals of NASA and the
k	 prospect for interaction with work at other NASA
laboratories.
2. To increase the competence of students and staff
in the area of solid materials and. to prepare Ph.D.
graduates to assume responsible positions in materials
research and development.
3. To increase interdisciplinary cooperation in the
st^idy of solids so that. competence may be broaderYed
and new ideas brought to bear on old problems.
To achieve these goals, funds from this grant have been
used to support research in areas involving workers from six
university departments. As a consequence. of this support,
during this reporting ,period the. accomplishments listed. below
_^	
_	
_
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2were made possible.
1. The program invol.vecl 1^i faculty memUers, 34
.	 graduate. students (9 foreign), and 7 post-doctoral
fellows (6 foreign). The research results obtained
by these workers are described in Sect^.on lI. A total
of 2l publication references to past work are given
in Appendix I.
2. The interdisciplinary seminar ,program in solid
materials was. continued and was quite successful during
its second complete year of operation.
3. The new course. sequence in the physics of solids
describes in status report #17 was implemented and the
R
first year of operation completed. Th^.w interdisciplinary
sequence has been quite popular and promises to form the 	 .
basis for further cooperation in education in the field
of solids..
4. A program of closer cooperation with NASA laboratore
has been initiated. Several of the investigators in
Rice's materials program visited NASA laboratories..
The closer contact resulting from these visits should
lead to a greater awareness of NASA's interests and
problems in the field of solids.
.
The research report . given in Section TT is a continuation
of the format initiated with the last three status reports.
_.
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3The research on solids has been divided into Svc ^ ►xeas,
and a status report written for each by a single staff
mem^,cr in that area. Continued efforts are being mane
to ,improve these reports so that they will. emphasize the
fundamental important aspects of the work, yc:t w11 also
be of interest and use to the nonspecialist.
The interdisciplinary Solid State and Materials Science
seminar saw the completion of its second year. This weekl^r
seminar has served as a framework for the discussion of the
work of staff and graduate students on materials. Attempts
have been made ^ro make this ,program sufficiently broad to
.include all areas of work yet specialized enough to be
significant. This ideal has not always been attained. The
topics of a few o.f the seminars are given below.
1. Delayed Electron Dmiss,?.on from Metallic Surfaces
2. Magneto-Acoustics
3. Josephson Junctions
4. Metals in Meteorites
5. Thermodynamics of Interstitial Solid Solutions
6. Microwave Properties of Ferroelectric Materials
7. Mossbauer Gamma. Ray Diffraction
A new interdisciplinary sequence of basic courses in
the Solid State will soon begin its second year of operation.
These courses are providing an important base for the
.
4I
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interdisciplinary cooperation which is still developing at
Rice. All of the following five courses have now been
given at least once, and the response has been good ►
1. Introduction to the Solid State
2. Electron Transport and Superconductivity
3. Dielectric and Optical Properties of Matter
4. Imperfections and Mechanical Properties
5. Magnetism and Magnetic Resonance
During the present reporting period, visits have been
made by various Rice faculty members to the NASA laboratories
interested in the field of materials research. We are attempting
to identify areas of mutual interest and hope that this modest
beginning can be expanded into a program of closer cooperation
at many levels. The laboratories below were visited by the
person listed:
1. Jet Propulsion Laboratory - M. L. Rudee
2. Manned Space Craft Center - F. R. Brotzen and others
3. Lewis Flight Research Center - R. B. McLell&n
4. Cambridge Electronics Research Center - H. C. Bourne
and G. T. Trammell
Some of the representatives from these laboratories have
also visited on the Rice campus.
At the request of Mr. George C. Deutsch, we have collected
information on the students who have Areceived graduate degrees
z/1"
5
in the past five years who have benefited by association with
our program in Materials Science. A list of these 89 students
with their present positions is given in Appendix 11.
It is with groat sadness that we report the untimely
death of W. V. Houston in Scotland on August 22, 1968. He
was a great stimulus to the materials work at Rice and will
ba sorely missed.
A financial statement covering the period of this
report is given in Appendix III.
14
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11. Research Deports
A.	 Defect Structure and Mechanical Behavior .. M. L. Rudee
Staff; F. R. Brotzen - Professor of Materials Science
J. D. Ingram - Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
M. L. Rudoe - Assistant Professor of Materials Science
J. M. Roberts - Associate Professor of Materials Science
G. Schoeck - Visiting Professor of Materials Science
For the past, three and one-half decades, it has been
,realized that the plastic deformation of crystalline materials
is accomplished by the motion of dislocations. When a stress
is applied, these linear imperfections in the regular atomic
arrangement multiply and move, causing a permanent distortion
o
of the material. Prior to the advent of dislocation theory,
plastic properties were described solely in macroscopic,
phenomenological terms.
Despite our understanding of the basic mechanism for
plastic deformation, the problem of predicting the details of
macroscopic properties from the microscopic behavior of
dislocations has proved to be one of both great difficulty
and richness, absorbing the attention of many scientists and
engineers. Success would be of great practical
consequence, since materials of specified properties
could then be more truly designed than is now possible.
Under the auspices of the NASA Materials Grant, there
has been a continuing experimental and theoretical effort at 	
>
Rice to understand certain aspects of the relation of
mechanical properties to the behavior of dislocations. In
.
.
7addition, improvements in the purely phenomenological
understanding of solids has also boon accomplished.
In this latter category, Professor John Ingram has
developed an improved mathematical method to describe the
behavior of non--linear materials. The technique involves the
conversion of quasi-linear partial differential, equations
into non-linear integral equations which can be solved
numerically. The initial application of this technique has
been to describe the propagation of one dimensional shook
waves in second-order elastic solids. To test the results
of these calculations, experiments are underway to measure
wave behavior in appropriate Jong rubber specimens.
The motion of dislocations is affected by the nature of
the forces between the atoms comprising the solid. One alloying
technique That has received considerable attention recently is the
addition of rhenium to various refractory metals. In many
cases it has been found that the rhenium has increased the
i
it
ductility. Little was known, however, about the effect of
rhenium on the interatomic forces. To study these forces,
the elastic constants of a series of molybdenum single crystals
containing varying amounts of rhenium were measured as a func-
tion of temperature by Professor Franz Brotzen and his students.
In addition, the ;ttt-_chanica1 properties were also explored.
Many of the latter results could be explained on the basis
.
U
M8
of fundamenta l., changes in the interatomic forces. These
analyses will be continued on other similar alloy systems.
The work will also be extended to explore the mechanism
whereby changes in the electronic structure, brought about
by changes in composition, affect the interatomic forces.
One of the causes of the difficulties in dislocation
theory is that dislocations interact with one another.
These interactions can be either long- or short-range. one
aspect of the long-range interactions is under study by
Professor. Johni Roberts. The existence of other dislocations
in a material produces a structural component of the stress
acting on any one dislocation. As deformation progresses,
the dislocations multiply and rearrange, thereby altering
this internal structural component to the stress. To study
this long-range dislocation interaction, samples of molybdenum-
rich rhenium alloys have been deformed by varying amounts, and
then subsequently the hysteresis losses in their elastic
behavior have been measured. Theoretical analysis of these
data has produced added understan rl `ng of the nature and
properties of the internal structural stress.
Two aspects of short-range dislocation interactions
are also being investigated. Dislocation junctions can be
formed when dislocations moving on different crystal planes
intersect. in certain configurations these junctions are
stable, but they can be torn apart by the application of a
4
90
suitable stress. A theoretical analysis of this breakdown
process by Professor Uohn Roberts indicates that it is the
origin of certain mechanical hysteresis effects. Analysis
of experimental data yields information about the breakdown
process and the distribution of distances between junctions.
Anot' t., process by which short-range dislocation-
dislocation interactions can affect mechanical properties is
being studied by Professor John Roberts and by Visiting
Professor Gunther Schoeck. When dislocations intersect,
jogs can be formed that impede further motion. When the
dislocations exist in an alloy in which the various species
of atoms are regularly arranged on the lattice, moi,li on of
these jogs can produce d.isturbances in this regular arrange-
ment, and an additional effect on the dislocation dynamics
must be considered. A theoretical treatment of this prdblem
has been completed by Professor Schoeck, and experimental
verification is in progress by Professors Roberts and Schoeck.
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B.	 Electrical and Optical Properties - T. A. Rabson
Staff: L. E. Davis - Assistant Professor of E-lectrical Engineering
T. A. Rabson - Associate Professor of Electrical Engincox:' g
H. E. Rorschach - Professor of Physics
G. T. Trammell -- Professor of Physics
One of the most useful tools for probing the structure
and properties of materials is an oscillating electric field.
The frequency of oscillation of the field may be made to vary
from zero (D--C applied fields) to over 10 20
 Hz (gamma rays).
Consequently such a probe can be used 'to explore all possible
resonances of a particle system, and by determining the
frequency response of the system much can be inferred about
its structure and internal forces. The workers in the solid
state program at Rice make extensive use of electromagnetic
fields of all frequencies in their studies.
1.	 DQC Properties
The work of Professors Dessler and Michel in the
Space Science Department and Rorschach and Trammell in
Physics on the gravitationally induced electric; field
in metals has now been published (see Appendix I).
This work was originally stimulated by the efforts of
Witteborn and Fairbank at Stanford to measure tZe free
fall of the electron, and positron. The particles must
be shielded from all external fields, and the influence
of the shield then becomes of great importance. Schiff
.
.
W11
and Barnhill had investigated the effects of the shield
and concluded that the internal electric field would
be just sufficient to balance the weight of the electron.
The Stanford experiments were refined so that this
effect could be observed, and the results seemed to
agree with the Schiff-Barnhill theory. The work at
Rice predicted a much larger field in the opposite
direction. There was other theoretical support for
this larger field, and new experiments since the last
progress report have agreed with our predictions and
made this controversy into an interesting problem in
solid state physics. Jesse Beams at the University of
Virginia has published the results of measurements on
rapidly rotating metals and states that the magnitude
of the field agrees with our ,prediction. His experi-
ment differs from that of the Stanford group in the
level of stress and in the temperature. No theory is
yet capable of explaining the difference between these
two experimental determinations of the electric field.
Presumably, phenomena occurring at the metal surface
must be important, but this remains an exciting unsolved
problem in metal physics.
s
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2.	 Microwave Properties
Materials which possess a permanent electric
polarization in the absence of applied electr ic fields
have some properties desirable for use in microwave
devices.
The ability to change the permittivity of a
material significantly by varying an applied static
electric field led microwave engineers to investigate
electrically-controlled phase-shifters, tunable cavities
and microwave switches for phased-array radars and
communication links. All these applications of ferro--
electric materials have now been rejected (at 11ast
temporarily) because of high microwave losses and
temperature sensitivity. In spite of the work of
Spitzer, et al., at Bell Labs, the high loss is fre-
quently attributed to ohmic conduction. Two (BaSr)TiO3
ceramics with d.c. resistivities differing by two
orders of magnitude, achieved by 0.04% In 2 0 3 doping,
have been studied by Professor Davis. The Curie
temperature of both materials was 30°C and the Curie
constant of both materials was 5x104
 degrees. The
loss characteristics of both materials were virtually
identical (tan S N 0.5) and the effect of the d.c.
conductivity was negligible compared with the dispersion
^,.^.^...-.^.r^.-aecv; x,r-xr...^.•..^M __ ._-R^sv.e»^..aw. 	 --	 ..^- .w...,. m^.< . _f ..^.»_s,^—a.......,, .. ..^.^.,...:... ^.-^,,.=-.3w: _>_ ^-^.^. ,...^ m.r--,nne^.^.e..».
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loss. Thus some calculations made beforehand were
confirmed. We conclude, therefore, that these
particular perovskite-type materials are inherently
unsuitable for the above-mentioned low-loss microwave
applications. The high loss of these particular
materials is associated with their very strong
activity in the far infrared, and since most ferro-
electrics are thought to exhibit a broad infrared
line this may imply that low microwave loss
(tan S N 10-2 - 10-3 ) and ferroelectricity are
incompatible requirements.
A theoretical study of electromagnetic wave
propagation in thin semiconductor slabs in the presence
of static magnetic fields has been made by Professor
Davis. The wave equation has been solved for a re-
latively simple geometry that can reasonably be
approximated in the laboratory. It appears that the
r.f. field distribution can be displaced transversely
within the semiconductor-loaded waveguide by apyAying
an external d.c. magnetic field. The direction of the
displacement depends upon three factors: the direction
of propagation, the direction of the magnetic
field, and whether the
14
dominant contribution is from electrons or holes. It
is believed that this effect explains (at least in part)
some unexplained experimental results reported in the
literature. it appears that the displacement will be
most easily observable at millimeter wavelengths, or
in the far infrared, and the possibility of useful
devices based on this principle is being studied. The
magnitude of the effect is being computed, and high
resistivity and high mobility appear to be desirable
properties. If the effect is significant there may be
applications in millimeter wavelength radars, infrared
sensing systems and laboratory spectroscopy equipment.
3.	 Optical Properties
Although visible light waves have been used
extensively in scientific investigation since the
conception of scientific thought, recently the develop-
ment of coherent light sources (lasers) has reinvigorated
the whole field of optical spectroscopy. Completely
new theoretical and experimental techniques are being
developed to exploit these current developments. A
group under Professor Rabson is working in this area.
A single photon density matrix representation for
plane beams of light has been developed and compared
with the standard coherence matrix of Born and Wolf.
4
5It has boon shown that the two are identical for the
case of quasimonochromatic light. it has been shown
that such a matrix is suitable for describing a light
beam (whether coherent or incoherent) for most
interferometry experiments.
The effect of applying 28 kilogauss magnetic
fields to N'd3+ ;CaW04 laser rods on the output light
has been observed. Observations of frequency, polari-
zation and intensity of the 1.058µ and 1.064µ lines
have been made.
The coherence properties of a HeNe gas laser
have been measured by observing the polarization
properties of a suitably modified portion of the beam
using a newly devised technique of polarization inter-
F
ferometry. The measurements have verified the possibility
of using the previously developed and described high
time resolution polarimeter to measure transient
coherence. (See previous reports.)
One of the more interesting newly discovered
properties of solid state lasers is the fact that the
light emitted from them comes in short pico-second
bursts under certain conditions. The above mentioned
coherence measuring techniques have been shown theoretically
capable of giving information about the time duration
of these extremely short pulses.
A4 .	 Gamma Ray Op w a .M u
The discovery c M3s Osauor i^,4ssion and absorption
has affc ctad the field of gaimna ray optics in much the
same way as the laser has affected visible optics.
Entirely now theoretical and experimental techniques
are needed to exploit those effects. Professor Trammell
and Dr. J. F. Hannon have been doing theoretical work
in this field. During the report's period they have
had their first paper on the subject published, have
submitted their second paper for publication, and the
third and concluding paper containing their theory of
Mossbauer optics is now ready for the typist.
The possible use of gamma rays for atomic micros-
copy has also received attention. Mr. James Breedlove
has written his Master's thesis on this topic. it has
been shown that microscopy in which the individual atoms
in a molecule Might be imaged is impossible if light is
used as the illuminating radiation. This is because
the inelastic events which will cause bond rupture and
molecular rearrangements are an order of magnitude
more frequent than the quasi-elastic events by means
of which imaging is to be accomplished. It is shown
that this will prevent the "seeing" of the atoms in
molecules using light. It will also be impossible to
^^
"see:" the s^oms in ^ mca^.eeu^.e using ^n e^.oc^ron micro -^
scope, again. ?^ec^use o^ ^.Me damage invo^.vQC^ in t^1e
inspection. a^her possibilities o^ atomic spect^oscc^py
are to be ex,plorec^, c.g. ^ ^tlzerma^, negative ^'luoxine
ion microscope.
^,
K
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C.	 Ma^xnoti:^m and ^u^ercon^^iuctivity -- ^I. ^, Rorschach
Stmt: ^°T, C. ^3QUrne - Pr^a^essar c^^ ^lectricaJ. ^nginecring
P, ^,. Us^ngho ^ Prc^essor ^^ Phys^.cs
W. V. I^ouston - Pro^essc^r o^ Physics (now clecea^secl)
^-^. ^ . Rorschach -- Rro^essar o^ P1lysics
G, T. Trammel. - Professor o^ Physics
The work at Rine in °phis Meld is concerned with the
magnetism c^^ the. rare-earth metals, both the static ordering
and.. dynamic e:Efects due to spa,n^lattice a.nteracl.a.on, and
with the dynamics of flux penetration and ^Elux motion in
Type 2 and Type Tl superconductors.
1.	 Rare-earth Magnetism.
Fundamental studies o^ spin-lattice interactions
in the rare -earth metals are being carried out by
Pro^cssor P. T,. Donoho and his students . A cont.^nuous-
flow cryostat has been built to study electron—spin
resonance absorption in single crystals in those
temperature intervals where magnetic ordering occurs.
The strongly anisotropic exchange forces, arising from
the indirect exchange due to the conduction electrons,
lead to complex spiral ordering patterns for the spins.
The observed absorption patterns show sharp peaks, that
depend critically on orientations superimposed upon a
broad nonresonant background. The orientation dependence
is so pronounced. that. these lines almost escaped
observation. Previous. theoretical work did not provide
.
r
^^
any undaxstanding for this bchav^.ox, ^, compu^ar
ca^.oulata.on has now baan compzated which seems capably
.	 oaf explaina.ng t1^e absorption. frec^uQnca.es , fit is
necessmry to base the calculations on a fully roalis+^a.c
^^ami^.tonian that includes tlzc^ Seeman enezgy, thQ
exchange terms and the magneto^eJ.astic interaction.
Work extenda.ng this method to a simplfied model o^ the
spin oxdering is now in pxogxess.
Professor G. T. Trammell and his students have
begun a theoretical study of thc^ a.nf].uence of the
ana.sotropic exc", xange, preva,ously investigated by
Dr. F. Spech^, under this gxs.nt, on the spin-waves disc
pension relations of the raze--earth metals . There a:^:e
some neutron diffraction experiments on the rare-earths
which show the presence of excitations that. axe not
fully understood.. The anisotropy may play an important
role in exp^,aining t"hc;ce ex,pera,ments .
The mechanism of flux motion in superconductors
and the. associated losses have been studied by the
late Professor W. V. I^ouston and Professor H. E. Rorschach
.
an_d their students. Professor ^xouston has made a
t•
direct study of the. motion of flux spots through.
superconducting plates. The losses. are deduced from
the damping of a torsion pendulum whose oscillating
^^
e^,emen^ ^^ ^ s^peroc^nduc^ng plate a,n m nr^r^--^.in^.^^r^^^
ms.gnat^.c fa.eld, Thc^ viscous ;^or^^ an a moving v^rtc^x
ox f^.ux spot can be deduced from this ^rork, ^a^^1ex*
t^^arouc^h wcar"k can T^rpe ^ mater^.als is nc^w ^ae^,i^g
exta^ndad ^-c^ Nio'bium (hype xl} , xn phis connection,
studies nave ^aeen undertaken to get a better under-
standing of the nature of the magnetic ^iQ^.d pxoduced
key ^ so^.on.o^,d neax a superconduct^,ng p^.ate , ^`urther
studa.^s aro bea.nc^ made of the nature of tic :magnetic
and clec^'.ric fields and tnc^ cuxx^en ts fJ.owa.ng when a
re^.ati^^e^.y ^.arge normal region fil^.ed with magnetic:
flux moves across the supexcranductng ^ia.m
Professor Rorschach. and ns students have keen
^,nvestga^ng t'he dynamics of t^.ux peneta^a^on d`^^ng the
superconducting normal ^ranst^,on. Zone reined single
crystals of moiybdenum arc surrounded by a pick-up
coil.. The wave form. of the. inr^uced voltage as t^^le
external. magnetic field is varied gives cons.tiderable
information about flux penetration and trapping
mechanisms . Var iations of the wave dorm wa,th initial
trapped f1Llx give information about the size and
loc^^tion of tY^e trapping regions . the escape of trapped
flux with lowering of the external field (reported
pzeviously) can. be examined., .and this appears to be due
a21
to passage of the flute through a "weak link" in an
otherwise re^.atively thick surface sheath. Theoretical
calculations of the form of vortices in Type ^ and T^
materials based on the Ginsburg--Landau theory show
promise of providing an understanding of the dynamics
of flux motion in these very pure molybdenum samples.
Professors Bourne and Rudee and their students
are investigating the ferromagnetic properties of
thin films composed of Ni and,. Fe. This ^tao.^;k is
discussed in S^:ction B of this report.
h^N.^'.
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D.	 Thermodynamics and Solid Surfaces - R. B. McLellan
Staff: T. L. Sstle -- ,Professox of Physics
R. T^Cobayashi - Professor of Chemical Engineering
^'. L. Margrave - Professor o^ Chemistry.
R. B. McLellan - Assistant Professor of Materials
Science
T. A. I2abson - Associate Professor of ^lectrieal
Engineering
M. L. Rudee - Assistant Professor of Materials Science
N. Soga - 1^ssistant Professor of Space Science
and Mechanical Engineering
An attempt i,s being made by various investigators
wo^tking under the NASA Materials Grant at Rice to gain a deeper
understanding of the nature of many different kinds of solids.
Experimental work based on thermodynamic and kinetic studies
is being carried out both on bulk solids and solid surfaces
}
and at the sane time theoretical calculations are being made.
r	 Despite the wide range of solids under investigation, there.	 ^^
is a considerable measure of interdisciplinary coordination
between the investigators involved, particularly in the area
of lattice defects in bulk solids.
In this section of the report the projects described
will be categorized according to whether they are principally
concerned with the. su^:face properties or bulk properties of
solids.
1.	 Solid Surfaces
A group of investigators in the Chemical Err.:^,:+.neering
Department at Rice under the leadership of Professor
__	 __	
_	
_	 _
-::
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R. ^Cobayashi is engaged in an experimental cleter-
r
urination of the hydrate numbers of gas hydrates.
I^yclratc numbers (the ratio of the moles of water to
moles of entrapped gas in the solid structure) have
been determined for pure ethane and methane hydrates
at several equilibrium decomposition conditions and
compared with hydrate numbers calculated using solid
solution theory. The results ossential.ly confirm the
hydrate numbers calculated from the solid solution
theory. The measured hydrate numbers for ethane
`,	 support the contention that only the ].anger cavities
^	 in the structure of the solid are occupied by ethane,
whereas both cavities of the structurE; are occupied
by methane. zn no case did the experimental hydrate
number exceed the asymptotic hydrate numbers, i.e.,
a	 the hydrate numbers expected. at very high ,pressures.
In the Materials science Laboratory Professor
R. B. McLellan is wor]tng on a joint ,project with
colleagues at Texas A & M Llnversity's cyclotron
facility.. This work does not involve a gas-solid
interface, "uut the solid-solid interf^^ce separa^^ing
the two parts of a nickel bicrystal, The object of
the research is to study the distribution of interstiti.aY
carbon atoms between normal lattice si. es and sites
_	 __
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tho ^^^.oryst^.^^, and thoa^c}^y a^ev^^.^. t1^10 da,atr^,^^u^:ion of
c^i^^bon a'^o^is nC:^.ta:' t^^e e^r^.i^^, boundary
again ^,n the area of st^^"f%^.co invostigztio^^s,
Prof^:s^^or ^'. .^. ^absozz in 'k:1^,e L7^p^,rtment of Electrical
Fnc^ineering is c;ngzcJed in ^. study of the cort^posa.ta,on
the surfaces of mater^.ls using laser pulses to
vaporize samples from the surface of the mater^.al.
The vaporized. sample is analyzed in a ms.ss spectrometer.
zt is hoped ths,t this teehna.que will eventually yield.
information on the surfaces of semi-conductor crystals.
Finally a.n this category, a group of investiga°rors
in tY^e Chemistry Department is studying ^^igh temperature
interactions between gases and condcnscd phases. This
work is under the direction of Professor J, L. Margrave.
The. g^ncral objec:^.ives of the research are to study the
rates, mechanisms and equilibria involving gas molecules
"	 and sur^'acos, i.e., sublimation, vaporization, and
Corrosion ovEr wide mangos of temperature and. pressure.
Most of the investigations center on mass--spectrometer
^^
^^'^l^Il.t°i.	 I^^.^c.Utal-.?.y 2r1^1.;}":i^)^`'(.,*^? I.',`C3I;f„`.^:^".1.^.`
	;GL1r,^.l.t'^ ^^ f.^1^'
^,r^^;^^^; .i,.^s^t i.tazz ^^ yr i^^a.UUa o^ca.^.^cr:. ( ^'^ 0 ^.0' ^^•0^ , 'I.'e0^)
.
exy^^^.u^^^, i^:^c,s
 (^^O:Lt 3 , x't0i^"^, ^•^0^^'^, ^10 0^^^'^, c.tc.) ; anc^.
1'^^Lli,^les (C;eCI^, GeI3r 2 , GeT 2 , SiC^.2 , etc.) ^^ave been
c^.l^:ric;cl scut. ^^ sp^ca,a^. ^.nterert is the discovery
c^^ neT^ r pQlln^erie sps^cies (^'s^0^) 
n 
and {Te0) 
n 
^rrhere
n=]., 2, 3, or ^, Lascx^^ su^^limation studies using time-^
rosoJ,vec1 mass--.^spectxo^l^^try have been conta.n^^s^d with
emp^iass san the species subla.med ^r©m s^lementary
car^aon and boron, from Te^lor^ ^,na from other plastic-
materials. Polymers off' high molecular weight 1is.ve
`been observesz high-pxossurc reactions of elementary
boron are being investigated. Where is somo evidence
w
for the compound ^30Zn'
2.	 BLZl7^ Solids
Tn this cs.tegory those is a fairly clear
distinction between.. projocts which are princips.11y
experimental in na^^.ure and those which are theoretical..
accordingly, this group will be further categorized
along these lines..
,^
2G
C^t •	 IJ+trL(^ ^".1 I[4^:11 ^f,l^ YaY r^1+^f ^.j ll 1^L4^Jl. loo +^+^^.l h^
.
^it^^_^11 u^ ^^lic: rc^a^:^trc:l^ e.^fcr^ irx L•hs
.	 cG^tc:r,Jr^rry e^:ntc:^.'s on t]Ye ^^ro^,7tr^l.i.^;s a^ im^^er-^
^er; •l^ions a.n c^t^ierara.se per^cc^. crys^:^.11a.t^e sc^^,a,r^s
and k:h^ e^^ects clue •^o ^L•h^:se imper^ec^.ians.
Impc:r:^cc^.ions ^^` m^^zly aa.^^erez^t ^:^.n^s (vacG^nt
^.attice si •^c:s, foreign .tams, va^:ancy c^.us•l-.ers)
in a var iety o^ materials ( ,pure meta^,s , soXa,d
solutions, ienic sol^.c^s) are being studied.
^n the physics Depar •^ment ^rd£essor '^, L.
Estle is directing spectroscopic studies of point
imperfections in nonmetallic crystals. The
objectives of this research axe detailed atomic-
r
	 scale descri •p-I^ions of isolated point imperfections
in non-^m^:tallic crystals and ,precise quantum--
mechanical properties of their lower-energy states.
Microwave spectroscopy is employed for these
purposes. The first such technique employed was
the recently discovered one of ^araeleetric
resonance . S^,bbsequently, the .power:Eul ^Lechnique
x
	 of electron paramagnetic resonance has been added.
Imperfections c1e •Lermne many properties of solid
materials; hence, only by a thorough stuc^,y of
mperFecto^^s can rezl materials be properly
a
_ ,^..^..
,^
Y
x
2?
^.^^^{^^^ :^i7 ^,ts^^.^tl tl lZC. ^. fi ,e^: ^ ^^ .^^ ^., ^,. x ^,^^ s	 RJ ^..^,ir,.l.^. 4*i7	 bll^^,.^ «^^. ^41^`r ^.^. Yl
y^2,'^;:'.tll;cLlti^?j' Eli: ^^:1.^'^^ :;lit^r^r~;^,: ^^lrl^'. ^:ht„ ^,?.l^'it^,^.r.^,(:^riC:
rc.;c^rz^anc:e c^^:;^^:a't^t:ct a.tz izc^^z^i;^t^^.^,ly ^,^uro I^C1 i s tllo
s^lme ^;ls that in ^i-^r^r^^^^c^ ^^^i ^lz^d a.s tzl^o result
o^ ^,a. *
 a.on; s^,t^>st.i.tut..^^z^al tc^r ICS
 inns, but sitting
o^^ tho oenk:or cif synunotry z^yr^nc1 t110 ^lll) afes.
The allot^toc^ transi^:ions based an tha.s ele:scription
explain ^^^^c pronta.nE^nt Linos seon in all cle.ta.
^c^ditiaxzal woa7^or lines appear to origixYato either
from ^orbid^len transitions nlzdo allowed by an
imperfect crystalline envir©nment or acldtionaa.
paraelectric imperfections . ^'he e£^ect o^ the Li
isatopes has also boen reported. experimentally
no sa.gna,fican^t paraelectric resonance signals in
^:Cl crystals ^thi ch had g:ivez^l moderate signals a
year or two earlier have been defected. I^3owcvor
heating in nitro ten acts to near 700°C produced a
moderate signal. At least a two order o^ magnitude
stronger signal was produced by heating in ^i va;por.
.At 2 J .4 GHz and wi •E]^z :Melds parallel to ^ l00) ,
there is one very strong line a^: 5 ]^V/cm,
Tn aciclitan to the experimental znd theoretical
studies of paraelectric resonance, other consequences
of the basic tunneling phenomenon that is
zzvolved are J^eng cxazn ned.
_..
^__	 x_..^:	 .^..N_...	 --	 -	 ^... .
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'i'l^i..	 1,ii^_,=1_^1^it.3.^ t^ho	 ^ Luf^,y c^.0 ^,1^c^ cltpn^xrn.^^; ^4111Ii^-
'I'rt:1,^l,^r 4>^^^^; ^ o^^ t:,x-v^^^ ^^y c^^.oc^ ^r^^^^ ;^ara^^^4^^,r^^c;ta.o
,^^:^^c^rl^inoo .
	
^^,^.^,7or, imc^n^a^.^.y i~^^io c^.^c^•t^ron ^a^-"a'-
nlac,^x^et^,c io^^onanoo ^r^oxk is just hr^c^^.t^,ning.
au7^st9, •^utiona^. ^o^;oign atoms a.n 5olicl
so^.utions are bc^,i,ng invcstir^a^:ec^ by a Moss}aauor
t,cchnicsuo in tho Material. Sc:^,r^noc 1:,al^oxalrory
in a joint pro jcct ^f Pro^o^sors M. ^. I'tuctee and..
I^. B. Mc^,el..an. One o^ •^•he ^undamcntal e^^oots
that the introduction o^ a foreign atom, ,^ro^^uces
in a Lattice is a change in atomic vibrata..ons
13y :Car the host technique to study lat•i^a.ce
vibrations in a la •L-tire is ia.eutron c1i:C^raction,
`but this technique is x^o-t vory seas hive to changes
produced in the 1a •^tice as s. whole by dilute
adclitions . However, the tem ,^eraturo de,^endonc:e
o:C tho Mossuauer e^^ect deponds on •the vibrational
spectra o^ the Mossbauar- active constituent only.	 •
Thus, this can be used. to selectively study the
miizox ::onst -Luen •L- s in an alloy.. Specifically,
the excess vibratona.. entropy, can be detormined
by studying a range o^ cozuposition. This is
the only way to cleter^nno -this important proper•L-y
.,	
-__
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^' i r,^^ t., t ly . 	 in	 lirr),jot-L uio vibi%tUonal
unLroi) ,/ ()I: FQ r) 7 atoms, in pallad j um and
V	 platinunt s-oJutions 1:3 1)(),ing wcarurod.
In L11L, Materials Sclunco Laboratory
Profasso4z R. B. Mci,elJan is di.re(Iting a scrics
c)Z- projects cle-s-ignod W obtain fundantontal
insight into the nature of matallic solid solutions
from equilibrium thermodynamic mcasuroments and
kinetic (diffusion) mcasuromonts. In the
equilibrium measurements the solid solutions are
equilibrated with a gaseous phase, of known
thermodynamic parameters so -that the thermo-
dynamic functions of the solid can be obtained
from the temperature dependence of the equilibrium
between the gas and the solid.
The equilibrium between graphite and palladium-
carbon and platinum-carbon interstitial solid
solutions has been measured over a temperature
range of 400 C O . The solid solutions in both cases
have been found to be regular over the entire
composition range. Similar experiments have been
carxied out to determine the thermodynamic properties
of carbon in solid solution in nickel and cobalt.
Previous experiments had indicated that these
7_1
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I ,. I t dittitzi.,;
tr-, s-how hilt. Oilo- i 1, ; not J hu,
 vta.';(' and t-11'at
1AII., "('0 10-J 	 roUllLar rai111^f S.tatis- Lics.
Thi.s )) , .,havior iS, in f-Itrong contrz-tst to that
of carbon in F.C.C. iron which is non-ragular
even at low c one anti: a'Lions. At trio ,,,Me time
tho ecliailibrium between mothana-hy(Irogy-'ai mixtures
and pure B.C.C. iron is b(_Ang invoL;ti,(jatad at a
series of tompuratures. The objoct of this
invostigation is to obtain aocurate values for
the energy and vibrational entropy of a carbon
atom in the iron lattice.
Professor R. B. McLellan is also conducting
experimental work on the diffusion kinetics of
interstitial solid solutions. At present the
temperature variation of the diffusivity of
carbon in chromium and delta iron is being
measured. Theoretical models for these two systems
indicate that the diffusion should not follow the
usual Arrhenius behavior,
Finally, in the area of experimental work
on bulk solids Professor N. Soga is investigating
the elastic properties of solids by ultrasonic
0
techniques. The main objective of this project is
I0
A
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ti Oi^t r IT611,1t^1 ,011 Of Ul f ! ".01111d Vivo volo(AU08
a a runt.-L!Is	 -	 on
of pros.,;ura and Loiitpuraturo.,, by means of an
ultranonic Intorforomotar and, than, to (it,*tt-iblish
their equations of State. Thu	 of this research
will not only increase our knowl odva about the
bohavior of solids at high pressure and temperature
but also help	 to establish a partinont equation
of state applicable to the planetary interior when
the compounds of goophySical importance are
chosen as the specimens.
The experimental study of the elastic pro-
perties of CaO at high pressure and temperature has
been completed. CaO is one of the major constituents
of the earth's crust and, probably, the moon,
acco4ding to the recent chemical analysis done by
Surveyors. The principal conclusions are:
I. Murnaghan's equation of state based on
the ultrasonic data determined in the low pressure
range (up to 2 kbar) represents very well Drickamer's
compression data obtained by x-ray diffraction
methods up to 250 k bar.
2. The pressure and temperature derivatives
of isotropic sound wave velocities for CaO are
0
V
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sirtflLtr to thosc- 	 e)1' Mt r 2 ()" L o 4 , Lho dorm r'
	 phaso
In Lho carth I rj mantle .
3. Tho d l--,nsity varlatluns als a Function of
and tomperiature are zilmosL I'dontical
for both M92S'04 and CaO.
4. Those result.s indicate that IM92S*04t
CaO and probably -their mixtures have similar
valocity-dcneity profiles in 'the planotary interior.
b.	 Theoretical Work on Bulk Solids
in the Materials Science Laboratory
Professor R. B. McLellan is pursuing a theoretical
investigation of the concentration dependerA -,e of
the diffusion of interstitial atoms in face-
0
centered cubic metals f. it has been shown that the
interatomic forces between the diffusing atoms
enhance the driving force for diffusion down a
concentration gradient. Furthermore, the equilib-
rium thermodynamic parameters of the diffusing
species can be used to calculate the interatomic
forces and successfully predict the concentration
A
dependence of diffusion.
•
	
	 Finally, Professor R, B. McLellan is using
the thermodynamics of strained solids to calculate
33
the entropy and energy of formation of a mono-
vacancycancy in pure metals. Although linear elastic
theory and simple equations of atrate are used,
the resulting calculations show good agreement
with experiment.
V
a
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rMin F1,11m I)roporH-o- - 11. C. Bourne, jr.
ta Ef	 11. C. Bourne, Jr., - Profor,4;or of 1-1lecU-ical. Bnginocring
T. 1'u.-,uda - VJ-siting Associatc., Prof 	 of 1-1loctrical
En q i n o a r i n g
M. L. Rvidoo - Assistant Profossar Of Materials Science
Vacuum- ovapora to d magnotic films of thicknesses ranging
from saveral hundred to several thousand angstroms and widths
of the order of 1 cm have several interesting properties
that suggest possible applications as computer memory or logic
elements and as parametric device elements. In addition these
thin films provide an almost unique vehicle for studying
many magnetic phenomena that are not completely understood.
When these films are deposited in the presence of a
magnetic field or at oblique incidence and when the composition
is nominally 80-20 Ni-Fe (nonmagnetostrictive) , they exhibit
a uniaxial anisotropy (the films exhibit an easy direction
of magnetization). The energy involved is of such a magnitude
that an externally applied field of 2 to 5 oersteds is necessary
in order to rotate the magnetization to the hard direction.
in addition, under sufficiently large switching fields and
appropriate bias fields these films may be switched from one
easy direction to another in a time of the order of 1 nanosecond.
"Phis bistable property, the fast switching times, and the
possibility of dense packing are certainly of interest in
the applications mentioned.
35
I^r^.. i. t> tiro la r(P-) anioun.t, of work. on tho o film:,;, a
.
Lar(jo nun l)or of c uos—tion. about Lhc.m romain.s unanswcrod;
indood, tho ,physical origin of the induced easy direction
romains an arev of controversy.
The ma jor thrust of the rosoarch in the Mator ials
Group at Rice has boon to characterize carefully the structure
of films and relate -this to their magnetic properties. The
films studied have been very rapidly vapor deposited from
a hot tungsten boat using an alloy of about 80% Ni and 20%
Fe. This material seems -to have the most useful properties
for computer application. Among the properties that have
been measured are 'the composition gradients produced through
z
the thickness of the film by fractionation of the melt during
the deposition process, and -the effect of grain size changes
f
t producet-; by annealing on the magnetic properties. in the
latter case, there are significant discrepancies in the
literature. One likely cause of these discrepancies is
K
variations in the actual composition of films produced in
various laboratories. A careful study of these changes as
a function of composition is underway. In particular,
comparison of results at two critical compositions, the one
where magnetocrystalline anisotropy disappears and the one
where the magnetostriction vanishes, should shed some light
on the origin of some of the observed annealing effects.
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FlUX 370VOrSE11 iiii(Ior normal drivo conditions. in maullotic
thin film.,I) occurs;) by three	 cot,; ^'Avu ly f'-.t,tor pros os'scs-
domain wall motion, incohoront or scquontial rotation, and
finally, in the limit, coherent or single domain ro^,,-ation.
in all practical devices the incoherent rotation process
probably is dominant and therefore the details of -this process
are the most interesting and important. The results of -this
research indicate that flux reversal in this region is
deZinitely a propagation phenomenon which differs in degree
but not in kind from wall motion. These propagating fronts
gradually broaden as the drives increase and switching speeds
increase. In -the limit this process would approach coherent
rotation. Thus, this description provides a very satisfying
model of a transition region between normal, well-defined
wall motion and pure coherent rotation. Coherent rotation
is an ideal process which probably will never be reached in
practice. The propagation velocities measured in these
experiments fall well within the region described as inco-
herent rotation by other researchers. Details of the influence
of film and substrate uniformity and various drive parameters
are given in the papers listed in Appendix T,
Flux reversal excited by pulses alonV the hard-axis
as contrasted with normal drive fields -7;._"Long the easy-axis
is a spurious behavior which destroys the usefulness of memory
4
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oluments }ay dornzicjnotizing the film. A uniform motion or
pay: -ade of domains has been originally dis-coverod which may
be the basic motion associated with hard-axis excitation.
The influence of film -thickness, Bloch-uco'l wall transitions,
I
	 and various drive fields on the tendency of films to demag-
notize and -the velocity associated with the corresponding
motions has been studied.
V A.
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APPLANDIX I
Publications During -the Period of this Raport,
Defoct Structure and Mechanical Behavior
I. C. D. Miohalopoulos and F. R. Brotzon
"A Note on the Torsional Creep of Polycrystalline
Lead at High Temperatures."
The Journal of the Institute of Metals, 96, p. 156 (Fab.1968).
2. M. Yabe and J. M. Roberts
"A Rapid and Convenient System for the Measurement
of Ultrasonic Attenuation by the Pulse Met-hod."
Rev. Sci. Instruments, 39, No. 1, p. 131 (Jan., 1968).
3. J. M. Roberts, R. B. Herring and D. E. Hartman
"The Use of Capacitance Gauge Sensors to Make
Precision mechanical Property Measurements."
"Materials Technology-An Interamerican Approach,"
Am. Soc. of Mech. Engrs., New York, p. 87, (May, 1968).
4. J. M. Roberts
"Relaxational Dislocation Damping Due to Dislocation-
Dislocation intersections with-. Application to
Magnesium Single Crystals."
Accepted for publication in the Proceedings of the
international Conference on the Strength of Metals
and Alloys-The Japan Institute of Metals.
Electrical and Optical Properties
1. A. J. Dessler, F. C. Michel, H. E. Rorschach, and
G. T. Trammell
"Gravitationally Induced Electric Fields in conductors."
Phys. Rev., 16 .8, pp. 737-743, (1968).
2. J. P. Hannon and G. T. Trammell
"I MO" ssbauer Diffraction I: Quantum Theory of
Gamma •Ray and X-Ray Optics."
Phys. Rev., 169, pp. 315-329 (1968).
Magnetism and Superconductivity
a
4
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D.	 Thrrmodyn 1mics and Solid Surfaces
I'Paraolactric-Re_rwnance spectroscopy.'"
Accepted for publication in the Physical Review.
2. J. L. Margrave, K. Zmbov and P. F'icalora
"Mass Spectrometric Studies at high Temperatures.
XXVIII. Gaseous Ternary Oxides, LIMO and LiMO2."'
Accepted for publication in J. Inorg. and Nucl.
Chem., (Jan.,  1968).
3. J. L. Margrave, J. W. Ha,stie and P. J. Ficalora
"Mass Spectrometric Studies at Sligh Temperatures.
X.V. Vapor Composition of LaCl , EuCl 3 and LuCl3
and The Stabilities of the Tric loride Dimors.
J. Less-Common Metals, 14, 83 (19U8).
4. J. L. Margrave and J. D. McDonald
"Mass Spectrometric Studies of Volatile Rare--
Earth Chelates."'
J. Less-Common Metals, 14, 236 (1968) .
5. J. L. Margrave and J. D. McDonald
"Mass Spectrometric Studies at Nigh Temperatures.
XX. Sublimation of Chromium Trioxide."
J. Inorg. and Nucl. Chem. 30, 665 (1968).
6. J. L. ,Margrave, J. W. Hastie and X. F. Zmbov
"'Mass Spectrometric Studies at High Temperatures.
XXVZTZ. Mass Spectrometric Studies of Vapor
Equilibria over Molten NaSnF3."
J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 30, 729 (1968).
7. J. L. Margrave and K, F. Zmbov
"Mass Spectrometric Studies of Scandium, Yttrium,
Lanthanum, and Rare--Earth Fluorides."
ACS Monograph, No. 72, Applications of Mass
Spectrometry in inorganic Chemistry, pp. 267-290
(1968) .
8. J. L. Margrave and K. F. Zmbov
"Mass Spectrometric Studies at High Temperatures.
XXII. The Stabilities of Tantalum Pentafluoride
and Tantalum Oxytrifluoride."
J. Phys. Chem., 72, 1099 (1968)
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't9. R. 11. Ma,1,(,,.,1J.an and W. A. O,tos
"The	 BIquation fo." Torniary
Solid Boll itions.11
Accepted for public.ation in Trans. AT.1011.
10. D. 11, . Coplin, J. Q- . McGinness and R, B. McLellan
"A Statistical Model for Ternary Solid Solutions."
Accepted for publication in Trans. a I M.
11. R. Siller, W. A. Oates, and R. B. McLellan
"The Solubility of Carbon in Platinum and Palladium."
Accepted for publication in J. Less Common Metals.
12. N. Soga.
"Elcastic Properties of CaO Undear Pressure and
Temperature. 11
Accepted for publication in lournal of Geophvsica-
Research, 1968.
E.	 Thin Films
1. H. C. Bourne, T. Kusuda, and C. Lin
"Wall Streaming, Creeping, and a New Parade Motion
in Ni-Fe Films Excited by Hard-Axis Pulses."
Accepted for publication in IEEE Transactions on
Magnetics, September, 1968.
2. H. C. Bourne, K. Savage, and L. Walters
"Velocity and Mobility of Longitudinal Domain-
Boundary Propagation in Thin Ni-Fe Films."
Accepted for publication in IEEE Transactions on
Magnetics, September, 1968.
3. K. R. Carson and M. L. Rudee
"An improved Standard Specimen for Alignment of
Electron Microscopes."
J. Sci, Inst.,.j4, 1036 (1967)o
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Recent Graduates U.'-;Uclatod with tho
M1.1torials Science Program
Al-RiCar, Rashid	 Ph.D. 19G7 - Returned to Iraq
Altman, R. L.	 Ames Research Center, NASA, California
Alyea, Lieutenant James	 NASA Manned Spare Craft Centor,
Mail Code ESS
Barnett, D.	 National Science Foundation
Post—Doctoral Fellow - inst. for
Theoretical Physics, Clausthal-
Zallareeld, West Germany
Bircbak, J. R.	 Physicist, Research Laboratories
General Motors Corporzi,tioll
Warren, Michigan
Black, Truman
	
University of Texas at Arlington
Arlington, Texas
Blackstead, Howard A.
	
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois
Bonnell, D. W.	 Research Assistant, Rice University
Breed, Benny R.	 Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories
Los Alamos, New Mexico
Bresie, Don	 Engineer with NASA Manned Space Craft
Center, Houston, Texas
Bugg, Charles	 Assistant Professor, University of
Alabama, University, Alabama
Burnett, Robert	 Space Technology Laboratories
Los Angeles, California
Campbell, David	 Humble Oil Research, Baytown, Texas
Carroll, Keith J.	 Faculty, University of Oklahoma
Norman, Oklahoma
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Cartar, John T,	 Analytic S ,:^rvicon, Inc.
Val,l o Church, Virginia
Ch4atf.iold, R. B.	 Igo c arch ASSiotant, Rico
Studont (undergraduate)
Chosnut, Dwayne	 Sher. Devolopment Laboratories
Houston, Texas
Causey, Cloy N.	 Senior Geaphysicist
Texaco Producing Department:
Cloppor, H.	 Du Pont, Plastics Department
Expt. Station, Wilmington,
Delaware
Coplin, D.	 IBM, Austin, Texas
Davidson, David L. 	 Now at Southwest ;Research
Institute, San Antonio, Texas
Desidera,to, Robert	 Assistant Professor, North
Texas State 'Univers ity
Tyke, Maurice	 Assistant Professor, Sam Houston
State University
Eyster, M. M.
	
Graduate Student in Mathematics
University of Washington
Ficalora, P.	 Assistant Professor of Metallurgy
Department of Chemical Engineering/
Metallurgy, Building D-6,
Coll.ingdale Campus, Syracuse,
New York
.
Fulkerson, W.
	
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee
Gilmer, H. B.	 Tenneco Chemical Company
Houston, Texas
P
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000doll, josoph Materiall; EnUinaur
rairchild somiconductor In Calif-ornizi
Gragg, John B., Jr. After having raceived his Muster's
Dogroo in 1965, he won't to North-
wn8tarn Univorsity. 	 He has there
finished all his requirumonts for
the Ph.D# in matorials scienco,
and ho. u4xpocts to receive his degroo
next year.	 He is prosontly working
at the Naval Applied Science Lab.
Brooklyn, Now York.
Haase, Robert T. Shell oil Company
Now Orleans, Louisiana
nadaway, David (M,.A.) university of Texas Medical Branch
Galveston, Texas
Hannon, James Currently Post-Doctoral Fellow,
Rice University
Hardy, Rodger M.A. 1968, Rice University, now
at National Cash Register, Dayton, Ohio
Hanson, Wayne,	 (M.A.) Esso Production Research
Houston, Texas
Harkins, C. G. Southwest Center for Advanced Research
Box 30365, Dallas, 12exas
Hartman, D. E. Materials Engineer, Shell Pipeline
Houston, Texas
0
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Haydel, John	 Shell Refinery Reserach
Deer Park, Texas
Hearne, C.	 Cities Service Research and Develop-
ment Company, Box 558, Tulsa, Okla.
Hemphill, Robert B.
	 Texas instrument, Dallas, Texas
Hendricks, John B.	 Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Teniiessee
Herring, Robert	 A Ph.D. candidate at Northwestern
University in Materials Science
I
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T"Olibiachl, I Toyoald	 Rasoarch Seall.entist, Contral Rooearch
Tinb. Furale awa Danko Co. I Tokyo, uayan
Jonco, J. A.	 (Technician, 1967) Housewife
24 Willow Grov, , iloole, Ch.Ifitcr,
England
X"naan, C. J.	 (Secretary, 1965) i1ousawife, 110 address
Xrnnfiold, Louis	 Marketing Rescrach
Stauffer Chemical Company
C. A.	 Loyola University, Now Orleans, La.
Lane, Eric T.	 Faculty, University of Chattanooga
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Lawson, Jimmy B.	 Research Chemist, Shell Oil Company
Lee, C. T.	 Research Associate, Rice University
Lester * J. E.	 Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois 60201
0
0
I
0
Liu, David	 Reserach Fellow, Texas Tech. College
Lubbock, Texas
Loehman, R. E.
	
Graduate student in Chemistry
Purdue University
10-2 Ross Ade Drive, West Lafayette,
I	 na
Loesch, H. William, Jr.	 M. A. Degree 1966. He has been with
the ordinance Corp. U.S. Army
presently stationed in Okinawa
Lunsford, J. H.	 Chemical Engineering Department
Texas A & M, College Station, Texas
McAshan, Michael S.
	
Research Associate, Stanford Univ.,
Stanford, California
MacDonald, M. L.	 Graduate Student in Chemistry
Harvard University
210a Child Hall
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
6
Faculty of Engineering
Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan
Saito, Shozaburo
I
(Student Assistant) Housewife
no address available
Schroeder, L. R.
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McNeil" Michaol. 	 Midwest Ro.scinrch Ins-tituto
425 Volker Boulevard
Kansas City, Missouri 64110
Maley, Martin P.	 Los Alamos Scientific Laboratorie,,5
Los Alamos, Now Mexico
Mallon, Richard G.	 Lawrence Radiation Lab.
Livermore, California
Mansinha, L.	 Department of Geophysics
University of Western Ontario
London, Ontario, Canada
Marshall, Donald R.
	
E. 1. Du Pont de Nemours, Co., Inc.
Orange, Texas
Masukawa, Shigehiko	 Faculty of Engineering
University of Tokyo
Tokyo, Japan
Melich, Michael E.	 Center for Naval Analyses
Arlington, Virginia 22209
1
micklitz, B. K.	 Secretary-part-time. 9251 Thrysen
Drive, Houston, Texas
Manuill,, C. E. (M.S.)	 Hughes Aircraft, Culver City
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Appendix III
Financial Report
NASA Grant NsG--6
Reporl; of Expenditures
For the period For the period
1/1/68	 to	 6/30/68 5/1/59
	 to 12/31/67
F	 Salaries
Professional	 $281233.17 $ $645,327.67 $
Students 7,594.70 428,834.67
35,827.87 11074,162.34
Overhead
at 50/ of Salaries
included in the first
$1,150,000 Expenditures 235,429.10
at 25/ of Direct Costs
not to exceed $120,000
of next $600,000 Expenditures 120,000-00
at 20/ of Direct Costs 11,403.97 111,183.31
466, 612 .41
Expendable - Supplies
and materials 19,765.93 423,133.21
Minor Equipment (72.00) 146,751.58
19,693.93 569,884.79
Major Equipment 1,482.66 306,424.96
Commitments outstanding
Materials & supplies 6,211.10
Equipment 8,988.40
Overhead for commitments 3-,039.90 18,239.40 18,239.40
I'
Totals $86,647.83 $2,435,323.9
Major Equipment
Lindberg Furnace Combustion
Tube, single zone S/N5594, ,vllth
Control Console, S/N7497 $	 11482.66
I
a
